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Welcome

Welcome to the third issue of the Localiiz Di-

And that’s not all! Since we launched,

gest, our collection of the very best articles from

we have garnered more than 100,000

our website delivered straight into your hands.

Facebook Fans, and a growing following on
both Instagram and Twitter. To show our

As we celebrate our 5th anniversary, we want

appreciation for our fans and advertisers,

to thank everyone who has supported us over

we like to throw a Socialiizer party every

the past few years and made our vision a reality.

month to celebrate our amazing city and, of

Since Localiiz launched in 2012, it has become a

course - you!

Photo credit: @ninadv

go-to site for the latest stories and information
on our vibrant city. With our dynamic editorial

So if you like what you read in this issue,

team publishing new articles every day, helping

be sure to visit our website, follow us on

you make the most out of living in our city, it’s no

social media, and subscribe to our weekly

surprise that thousands of Hong Kongers visit

digest. You can also join our Facebook group,

our website and sign up to receive our weekly

Expat Hong Kong, to get answers to all those

newsletter jam-packed with all our latest content.

little Hong Kong questions.
ing

Photo credit: @olafhess

Show Us Your City - Tag #localiiz
Here at Localiiz, we love
nothing more than glimpsing
into Hong Kong life through
the eyes of our readers. Each
week, we enjoy watching
hundreds of fabulous shots
fill up our Instagram feed as
you share your adventure in
the 852.
Picking our Snap of the Week is never an

a chance of winning one – you’ll thank us later

easy task with so many action-packed, cre-

when the next Amber Rainstorm hits!

Accepting fall applications*

Pre-Nursery-K3

Limited Spaces!
New programs
from September

Photo credit: @hkurbex

ative, and striking photos to choose from –
all in a bid to win your very own Localiiz um-

Need some creative inspiration? Just take a

brella and be featured on our social media.

look at these cracking shots of Hong Kong

But we have hundreds to give away, so keep

(right) that earned a spot in our Snap of the

tagging your pics with #localiiz and be in with

Week album. Happy snapping, readers!

20k
11k

www.bit.ly/localiiz-subscribe
@localiiz or #localiiz

100k+

Photo credit: Wouter Laseur

facebook.com/localiiz

3k

@localiiz or #localiiz

12 months - 6 years+ | Weekly Enrolment Min 2 weeks
Around the world in four weeks with Safari Kid's bilingual summer camp! Explore the
world through football, science, cooking, speech & drama, music & movement, arts &
crafts, Mandarin and much more! Morning and Full Day Options Available.

Want to advertise?
Want to get noticed? Our popular integrated marketing plans, which include elements of Facebook advertising, email marketing, content and
banner advertising, provide businesses with repeated exposure on our various platforms, connecting them with their potential customers

(Transport is not available for the summer camp)

safarikid.com.hk

|

campshk@safarikidasia.com

|

Call 21770001

every day, 365 days a year. We also provide integrated promotion packages for businesses that want to make a big impact in a short time frame,
such as product launches or events. If you would like to find out more, email us at promotions@localiiz.com.
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BUY
TICKETS

Save the Date!

WHAT’S ON IN
HONG KONG
Don’t miss your chance to grab tickets, register, or sign up for your
favourite events in Hong Kong. If you’re looking for something to do this weekend, then
catch the best events at http://bit.ly/localiiz-whats-on.

MAY
Salyu X Takeshi Kobayashi –
May 2, (7pm – 10pm)
Geronimo Stilton Live on Stage –
May 4 – 7, (2pm & 5pm)
Le French May – Festival Opening –
The Royal Concert of The Night
“The Birth of The Sun King” –
May 6, (8pm)
Punchline Comedy Presents:
Kallagan – Virtuoso –
May 5 & 6, (9pm – 11pm)
FOB X Collective Minds Presents Bondax –
May 6, (10pm)
Aly & Fila Return to Pacha Macau –
May 6, (10pm)
Le French May –

4

May 6 – June 2

The Punchline Comedy Club brings the

British comedy hero Russell Howard

You might have heard of Britney

stage show of the hit British TV series,

has come a long way since testing the

Spears. She’s a pop singer of notable

Zing! Eat, Play, Party –

“Whose Line is it Anyway?” back to Hong

comedic waters as a cheeky 18-year-

popularity. She’s one of those names

May11 & 23

Kong at the Kerry Hotel and Tamarind

old on stage at Jesters Comedy Club

where even a mention of it will have

on May 18 – 20. Five of the show’s stars

in Bristol, UK – and now the lovable

you sub-consciously playing Oops!…I

pit their wits against YOU, the audience,

blonde who won over the nation with

Did It Again, Toxic, or something of the

Priscilla Ahn –
May 11, (8pm)

Magnetic Soul Presents a Night of Drum

Fashion With Conscience –

and Bass with DJ Bailey –

Dialogue With Fashion Social Enterprise –

May 13, (11pm – 6am)

May 25

Colour Experience Workshop: Cafe

ELI (Everlasting Illusion) Debut Album

Sketching with Watercolour for Beginners –

Release Show –

May 13, (2.30pm – 5.30pm)

May 26, (9pm – midnight)

The Helper Documentary Premiere –

HKFC Citi Soccer Sevens –

May 14, (6pm - 10pm)

May 26 – 28,

Swire Sunday Series:

Photovale –

Peter & The Wolf and More –

May 27

May 14
Quinary & World Class Present:
The Residence –
May 15 - 17, (6pm - 11.45pm)

Russell Howard –
May 27, (8pm)
Dragon Boat Festival –
May 30

All in the Timing & A Minor
Case of Murder –
May 17 - 20, (8pm)
Hong Kong Players Presents –

JUNE

An Evening of One Act Plays –

Prestige Summer Fair –

May 17 – 20, (7.30pm - 9.15pm)

June 1

Whose Line is it Anyway? –

Riesling Week Kick Off Celebration –

May 18 – 20

June 2, (6pm – 10pm)

West Side Story –

Joyce Jonathan –

May 18 – June 4, (7.45pm)

June 3, (8pm)

Third Party at Pacha Macau –

Dynamic Duo Recital: Augustin Hadelich &

May 20, (10pm - 6am)

Joyce Yang –

by playing out scenarios in a style and

his hilarious take on everyday charac-

like in your head — incessantly. Love

Cigarettes After Sex –

setting of your choice. The whole show is

ters and situations is about to take the

her or hate her, she’s a seminal figure

May 12, (7.30pm)

totally improvised from the Shakespear-

world (and Hong Kong) by storm with

in contemporary pop music, and her

ean scenes to the Broadway musicals,

his biggest global comedy tour. Aptly

first visit to Hong Kong on June 27 is

the only difference is the audience

named ‘ROUND THE WORLD’, the jam-

gonna be a big deal to a lot of people.

decides what the performers say and

packed tour sees him performing in 11

Also, she’s hardly a prolific tourer

Bjorn Again –

sing about. Starring the legendary Andy

countries and 29 cities, hitting the Hong

these days on the global circuit so it’s

May 12 & 13, (8pm)

Smart, Stephen Frost, Steven Steen, and

Kong Baptist Univerity’s Academic

fair to say that this may be your one

Fly Presents Kittens –

Community Hall on May 27, tickets will

and only chance to see her in Hong

William Shakespeare (Abridged) –

Sylvain/Jean Michel Pile Duo –

Ian Coppinger, this sell-out show is not to

May 13, (10pm - 4am)

soon be a precious commodity, so grab

Kong. Grab your gold dust tickets now

May 24 - 27, (2.30pm & 7.30pm)

June 14, (8.15pm – 10pm)

be missed, so get in there quick and grab
your tickets at Ticketflap.

them now at HK Ticketing.

at HK Ticketing.

Shi Fu Miz Festival –

Takeout Comedy: Paul Ogata –

Dragonforce –

May 13 & 14, (9am –12mn)

May 25 - 27

June 17, (8.30pm – 10.30pm)

HK Phil: Tango with Piazzolla –
May 12 & 13, (8pm)

Low –
May 23, (8pm – 11pm)
The Complete Works of

June 5, (8pm)
Italian Market –
June 10 - 11

localiiz.com
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Inventing le Louvre:
From Palace To Museum
over 800 Years

City of Love. Throughout the performance,

superior status of the French Monarchy, the

different styles and stories are explored - the

event acted as a political statement. With

romantic Giselle, the contemporary Non je ne

this ‘Concert’ the dazzling artistic cultural

regrette rien, the brilliant classic Black Swan,

policy of the “century of Louis XIV” was

the daring Carmen Toujours! and néo-ballet

launched.

La dame aux Camelias. The first half climaxes

Especially for Le French May Arts Festival,

with three couples in multi-award winning –

French video artist Etienne Guiol has been

and true Paris-lover – Jerome Robbins’ In

commissioned to create a video projection

the Night danced to Chopin’s Nocturnes

based on the iconography of costumes,

performed live by acclaimed French pianist

marquetry from the 17th century and today,

Henri Barda.

enabling us to travel back in time to one of
the most marvellous spectacles of King Louis

When: May 11 & 12, (7.45pm)
Where: Hong Kong Cultural Centre – Grand
Theatre, 10 Salisbury Road, Tsim Sha Tsui
How much: $240 - $580

Showcasing the universality and vitality that

XIV’s reign.
When: May 6, (8pm)
Where: Hong Kong Cultural Centre – Con-

The Royal Concert of
the Night - The Birth of
the Sun King

has been the staple of the Musée du Louvre
since its beginnings, From Palace to Muse-

cert Hall, 10 Salisbury Road, Tsim Sha Tsui
How much: $240 - $580

Nicolas Buffe – The Dream
of Polifilo

um is a wonderful collection that illustrates
the diversity and richness of the museum’s
exhibitions. This is a once-in-a-lifetime oppurtunity to get up close and personal with
the history of Le Louvre - from the origins of
the very idea of a museum, born of the royal
collections of François I and Louis XIV, to
modern times, marked by renovations and

The extraordinary French artist’s first

profound changes, both architectural and

exhibition in Hong Kong features his sig-

functional. Along the way, the exhibition

nature location-sensitive mural drawings,

explores the contributions of Napoleon I and

FOUR THINGS
YOU CAN’T MISS AT

Le French May

Having celebrated 25 years, Le French May continues to broaden its appeal for all to enjoy.
Dedicated to the promotion of the French arts, the festival has served as an incredible facilitater in
the cultural exchanges between Hong Kong and France. The schedule is jam-packed with every event
offering something unique, so picking four highlights is a daunting task. Nevertheless, we’ve come to
a consensus that if there are four things you have to see this year, it’ll likely to be these …

large scale cut-out sculptures, and new

the visionary ideas of the “Republics” and

works inspired by the vibrations of Hong

intellectual movements that followed.

Kong.

When: Until July 24, (Monday, Wednesday

Based on the idea of a ballet within ballet,

From room to room, visitors will be invited to

to Friday – 10am to 6pm; Saturday, Sunday

The Birth of the Sun King was considered a

live in an ‘allegorical dream’, as if progressing

and public holidays - 10am to 7pm; Closed on

hugely ambitious and seminal undertaking

through an adventure, dotted with various

Tuesdays (except public holidays)

as Louis XIV danced to it at the age of 15.

discoveries, games and surprises, between

Where: Hong Kong Heritage Museum, 1

Through five ‘dreams,’ the whole universe

the lightness of a theme park and the seri-

Man Lam Road, Sha Tin

of the night is rolled out until dawn, before

ousness of an exhibition creating a unique

How much: Adults: $20; Group of 20 person

announcing the unequalled glimmer of the

and rewarding juxtaposition.

or more - $14; Full-time students, people

Sun King (which Louis was known as).

with disabilities and one accompanying

The best artists at the time from France and

When: Until May 29, (10am – 8pm)

minder and senior aged 60 or above - $10

Italy were commissioned to create a unique

Where: Hong Kong City Hall – Exhibition

piece to glorify young Louis’ transformation

Hall, 5 Edinburgh Place, Central

into the ‘Sun King’ and in boasting of the

How much: Free

Paris Ballet Legends A Night with the Stars
Parisians know a thing or two about ballet,
they did invent it after all — Louis XIV to be
specific. Paris Ballet Legends seeks to celebrate the legacy of the art form in a stunning

Tickets for these and many more can be purchased from

www.urbtix.hk

tribute to both Paris and the artists who
were inspired by it - Petit to Carné, Petipa to
Piaf, and Bizet to Prévert. Each piece in Paris
Ballet Legends has an intimate link to the

6
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Best Happy Hours

the Parang Punch with Coconut Rum,
Meyer’s Rum, Cranberry Juice, Lime Juice,
Cinnamon Sticks, Orange, and Ginger Ale.
Just take it slow – they don’t call it a punch
for nothing!

in Hong Kong

Rummin’ Tings, G/F, 110 Lockhard Road, Wan
Chai, (+852) 2529 7800
When: Weekdays, (3pm – 7pm)

4. Mahalo Tiki Lounge
With an outdoor area to enjoy come rain
or shine (hello canopy), and the opportunity to enjoy two-for-one cocktails, beers,
Prosecco, and wines every single day of the
week, Mahalo is sure to put a smile on your
face between 4 and 7pm. The offer includes
classics like the Mojito, Mai Tai, and Moscow

Mahalo Tiki Lounge

Mule – all beautifully presented, of course,
in true tropical fashion – while the snacks
menu takes care of rumbling stomachs with
a selection of affordable pizzas, skewers, and
veggies with dips.
Mahalo Tiki Lounge, 29/F, QRE Plaza, 202
Queens Road East, Wan Chai, (+852) 2488 8750
When: Every day, (4pm – 7pm)

5. Rúla Búla

In a city that’s overflowing with happy hours, the novelty of a small discount can start to wear pretty
thin. A complimentary bowl of nuts and 10 percent off my expensive cocktail? No thank you. To save
you the disappointment, we’ve done our homework to find you the cheapest and most cheerful deals
around town that will definitely put a smile on your face. From buy-on-get-one-frees (BOGOFs) to
all-you-can-drink (and eat if you’re lucky), we’ve got you covered.

The BOGOFs

Prosecco, and the rum based Catch Me If You

and beers on the Sky Deck. The ladies can also

Can. Definitely worth swinging by for!

enjoy free bubbly and capanés for one hour

1. Worth The Fuss (WTF)

Worth The Fuss, G/F, 10 Morrison Hill Road,

Finally, not only do we now have a great funky

Causeway Bay, (+852) 2792 0823

CÉ LA VI, 25/F California Tower, 32 D’Aguilar

little bar to kick back in amid Causeway Way’s

When: Monday – Saturday, (4pm – 8.30pm)

Street, Central, (+852) 3700 2300
When: Weekdays, (3pm – 9pm)

bustling neighbourhood, we also have a super

8

every Thursday night – sorry lads!

Pawel Mikusek at the helm, you know they’re

intimate setting also makes this the perfect

going to be good!

date night spot too!

Beef & Liberty, 3/F California Tower, 30-32

Scarlett Café & Wine Bar, G/F, 2 Austin Avenue,

D’Aguilar Street, Central, (+852) 2450-5778

Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon, (+852) 3565 6513

When: Tuesday to Sunday, (6pm – 8pm)

When: Every day, (3pm – 7pm)

8. Taco Tuesdays at Tequila Jack’s

Any deal that has “Tipples & Nibbles” in its ti-

zen Margarita? Then head over to Tequila

until 9pm, then it pretty much works out

tle can’t be a bad thing. The generous team at

Jack’s in TST on a Tuesday and delve into

the same, right? For a great happy hour

Beef & Liberty are offering to line your stom-

$10 tacos and $40 Margaritas (or $45 if you

vibe and an infectious party atmosphere,

achs with free snacks like pork crackling, mac

prefer them frozen). With beers also thrown

swing by this popular LKF bar and enjoy 50

’n’ cheese bites, and padron peppers as you sip

percent off standard drinks. Better still, if

on drinks as cheap as $33 on Tuesday to Sun-

you’re really hardcore, then head there on

day evenings. The offer includes house white

a Wednesday and enjoy half price drinks all

and red wine ($33), large Estrella Draught

Tequila Jack’s, G/F, 33 – 35 Chatham Road South,

day – it’s a steal!

beer ($50), and assorted cocktails like Mojito,

Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon, (+852) 3428 5133

Plum Lazy, Negroni and the Negroni Sbagliato

When: Tuesdays, (5pm – midnight)

Rúla Búla, G/F, 58-62 D’Aguilar Street, Lan

into the mix at $38 a pop, it’s well worth venturing over to the ‘dark side’ for this happy
hour deal that definitely packs a punch!

Kwai Fong, Central, (+852) 9020 9670
When: Every day, (until 9pm), Wednesdays,
(all day)

The Feeders
6. Scarlett Café & Wine Bar
As if a super buy-one-get-one-free drinks
deal wasn’t enough to keep us happy, now
we get amazing food to enjoy it with too!
If you prefer a nibble with your tipple, then

BOGOF deal on after work drinks too. Head to

2. CÉ LA VI

WTF and sip on two-for-one house wines and

If you’re on the lookout for a deal that’s not only

all beers between 4pm and 8.30pm on Mon-

easy on your wallet, but also on the eye, then

3. Rummin’ Tings

day to Saturday, and nibble on free pretzels

take advantage of CÉ LA VI’s generous Sun-

All hail Island Hour! Kick back and relax in

every single day of the week. With a selec-

too. Those with a sweet tooth can enjoy 30

downers Happy Hour which runs every week-

this popular Caribbean-inspired watering

tion of delights such as Milano Ham, Garlic

percent off all cocktails, which we can confirm

day from 3pm. Lap up those stunning views of

hole as you sip on two-for-one beers, wines,

Shrimp, Black Olive Tapenade, and Muscles

taste as amazing as they look – we recom-

Hong Kong’s billion dollar skyline as you enjoy

house spirits, cocktails, and pitchers from

marinated in Vinegar starting from only $38

mend the Rose Bellini with almond liqueur and

two-for-one selected cocktails, drinks, wines,

3pm on weekdays. We strongly recommend

each, and a range of gorgeous wines on offer,

Thursday Ladies Night, (8.30pm – 9.30pm)

hour deal on the ‘dark side’. The stylish, yet

Are you mad for Mexican food? Love a Fro-

the drinks are half price every single day

Words by Sophie Pettit

(all $50). And with award-winning mixologist

7. Beef & Liberty

Not technically a BOGOF deal, but when

Worth The Fuss (WTF)

we’re pretty certain this is the best happy

head over to the delightful Scarlett Café
& Wine Bar in TST and tuck into a range of
delicious tapas with your two-for-one drinks

Scarlett Bar

localiiz.com
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The Free-Flowers
9. Stone Nullah Tavern
Just when we thought nothing would top that
famous Beat the Clock happy hour deal, and
this generous tavern throws southern fried
chicken wings and deep fried bacon into the
mix! For two glorious hours every evening
(bar Sunday), you can gorge on a buffet of
these delicious snacks and enjoy free-flow
Pabst Blue Ribbon beer, house wines, and
house spirits for a piddly $98 per person.
We suspect this cheeky tavern will be rather
packed after rush hour, so get in there quick
before all the wings get scoffed!
Stone Nullah Tavern, G/F, 69 Stone Nullah
Lane, Wan Chai, (+852) 3182 0128
When: Monday to Saturday, (5pm – 7pm)

Stone Nullah Tavern

10. Linguini Fini
Le Garçon Saigon, 12 Wing Fung St, Wan Chai,

some chicken wings? Then head to Fini at 5pm

(+852) 2455 2499

on a weekday and feast to your heart’s con-

When: Weekdays, (5pm – 7pm) / Weekend,

14. The Pontiac

tent as you drink as many Pabst Blue Ribbons

(3pm – 6pm)

Sometimes only a cocktail will do it, and you

as you desire within a two-hour time frame.

The Player

At only $98 per person, this is clearly a winner
for beer monsters who love a bit of chuck.
Linguini Fini, G/F, 49 Elgin Street, Soho Central,
(+852) 2387 6338
When: Weekdays, (5pm – 7pm)

can always count on the Pontiac girls to whip
up a storm in a glass for a bargain buck. Head

13. Lily & Bloom

to Ponty Hour (which is actually three hours)

We love it when bars get playful with their

and choose from three quirky cocktails for

happy hours, and it seems that stylish bar Lily
& Bloom is determined to get us legless with

at our favourite dive bar from 5pm until 8pm
$50 a pop. Who could resist a gin fuelled
Kissy Kissy after a long day at the office, or a

11. Posto Pubblico

its cheeky new deal. Here’s how it works: for

When it comes to great deals for under $100

pay $50 for the first drink, then $25 for the

we have another winner. Swing by this pop-

second, and $5 for the third. Sort of a reverse

ular Italian hotspot on bustling Elgin Street

of its previous offer, the logic seems to be

at 5pm on a weekday and enjoy two hours

pay less to drink more. Good things come to

of all-you-can-drink beer, wine, and spirits,

those who wait we guess … hmmm, you might

as well as an all-you-can-eat buffet of bread,

The Pontiac, 13 Old Bailey Street, Central,

want to save this one for a Friday night.

(+852) 2521 3855

Delizioso!

Lily & Bloom, 5/F, 33 Wyndham Street, Central,

When: Monday to Saturday, (5pm – 8pm)

Posto Pubblico, 28 Elgin St, Central, (+852)

When: Weekdays, (5pm – 8pm) / Saturdays,

15. Cicada

(6pm – 9pm)

We love a bargain, especially when it comes

cheese, cold cuts, and veggies for only $98.

2577 7160
When: Weekdays, (5pm – 7pm)

three hours on weekdays and Saturday, you

(+852) 2810 6166

She with a tequila kick? Scotch lovers will no
doubt love the Hobnail, but if you’re more of
a beer drinker, then you’ll be pleased to know
they start at a piddly $15, while house wines
and spirits only set you back $40.

to cocktails. Swing by pan Asian tapas restaurant Cicada any day of the week after 3pm

12. Le Garçon Saigon

and dive into their heavenly cocktail menu

Free-flow bottled beers are yours for the tak-

for only $30 a pop. With much-loved classics

ing for only $98 on weekdays at this popular

like the Mango Mojito, Cosmopolitan, and

Vietnamese hangout. Throw some chicken

Singapore Sling on the menu, you’d be hard-

wings, prawn toast, or mini bánh mì into the

pressed not to find one you love. And with

mix, and you’ve got yourself one sweet little

more than four hours to enjoy them in, you’ll

deal. The snacks here change weekly so it’s

have plenty of time to find your favourite.

a bit of a lucky dip on the food side, but who

House wines only set you back $35 a glass –

cares when the chilled beers are flowing. If

what better way to while away an afternoon!

you have more of a sweet tooth, then swing
by on the weekend at 3pm and enjoy three

Cicada, 47A Elgin Street, SOHO, Central,

hours of unlimited rosé with free finger food

(+852) 2662 3882

for $198 per person.
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The Cocktail Queens

Fancy some fries with your beer? Or maybe

Lily & Bloom

www.ryzehongkong.com

3/F 321 Java road, Quarry Bay

When: Every day, (3pm – 7.30pm)

localiiz.com 11

like, ‘Mate, go into that off license for us won’t

a pretty sad day. What was odd about it was

14,000 people in the audience, and I looked

you?’ and the bloody bloke won’t go in and

that in the middle of all the wake, everyone

out and I was properly excited. I was just

you’re like, ‘What’s his problem?’. It was like a

was laughing and joking, and I had a moment

like – yes, yes, this is going to be great! When

14-year-old trying to be an adult.

when I was looking around at all these bony-

you first start playing at arenas, it’s pretty

faced people who looked exactly like me and

nerve-wracking and you’re thinking – how’s

But you got there in the end, and that’s all

I felt so proud to be connected to them, and

this all going to work?, but then you realise

that matters. And now you have brilliant ob-

all the stories that were told are the same

that people are just people – they’re just us,

servations like “radiator pants” (my all time

ones I share with my friends. It’s always been

and then you start really enjoying it. So now

favourite)

about talking about what I know and love – a

I love it. My dad was actually there with all

really warm, mental, insane bunch of people

his workmates as well, so I just thought – this

It’s that lovely thing isn’t it, they are genuinely

that happen to be my family … and I’m the

is going to be really good fun. What I do find

one of the greatest things in the world –

normal one that’s kind of on the outside

hard sometimes is life, because if you’ve just

radiator pants and a morning hot butt! It

looking in.

done a gig to 14,000 people, it’s quite hard

pants – sensational! [laughs]

“

Five Minutes With:
Comedy Superstar, Russell Howard
Words by Sophie Pettit

We talk radiator pants, insane relatives, and why he loves performing to a Hong Kong audience.
He’s come a long way since testing the comedic waters as a cheeky 18-year-old on stage at Jesters Comedy Club in
Bristol, UK – and now the lovable blonde who won over the nation with his hilarious take on everyday characters
and situations is about to take the world (and Hong Kong) by storm with his biggest global comedy tour. Aptly
named ‘ROUND THE WORLD’, the jam-packed tour sees him performing in 11 countries and 29 cities, hitting the
852 on May 27. Ladies and gentlemen, please put your hands together for the one and only RUSSELL HOWARD!

”

“

There are moments
where you get lost in
laughter ... It’s the best place
ever, so if you find yourself
being the conductor of that,
it’s f****** amazing!
You say that when you’re doing stand-up
it’s the “most glorious hour” and you’re an
X-Men version of yourself. Has it always felt
that fantastic or did that feeling grow with
your success?

you have to do – you can’t live in that world
of giggles forever.

“

I was just blown away
by the pace of (Hong Kong)
and how much was going
on – all the noise, the
slurping, the car horns, then
suddenly seeing an old lady
pushing a dog in a pram! I
loved it, and found it utterly
bewildering!

A lot of your material comes observing
people from your childhood (your brother in

To be honest it happened the first time I ever

And of course life is where you get your

particular) and the “crazy, wild gatherings”

performed. Not to sound too corny, but there’s

material – from observing people and situ-

you used to have. Do people mind being the

this scene in Interview with the Vampire where

ations?

butt of your jokes, and do you ever run your

Brad Pitt becomes a vampire for the first time

material by them first?

and his eyes are all green – oddly that’s the

Yeah, exactly. And that’s another reason why

only way of describing that feeling when I’m

I like heading to different places as well as

To be honest my brother doesn’t care, and

on stage. It’s like the first time you do a gig and

doing gigs in England. It’s a lot of fun going

what I love so much about Daniel is that he’ll

you think to yourself – this is it, this is everything

to Europe for the first time, or doing gigs in

come to so many of my gigs and just loves

I’ve been looking for, this is a mechanism through

America or Hong Kong because when you

being part of it all. He would never lower

which I can do life. It’s such an amazing feeling –

have around 200 people in a room, it’s fine –

himself to go on stage and whore himself

like the first time you put the brush on the

you can have a chat, and you can learn so

out like I do, because he’s more than happy

canvas and you get it right and you go - woooah,

much more about the place and the people.

just being funny and hanging around with

I have a natural ability! I haven’t found anything

I have my anonymity in these places so I can

his mates, and he loves watching it from

that’s as much fun, and when you engage in

hang out with people in a bar in Sweden and

the audience. My mum is absolutely fine

stand-up, there are moments where you get

talk about politics, or whatever. And that’s

with everything too. We did a little travel

lost in the laughter, and these are the best

slightly harder to do in England now because

show last year on Comedy Central in the UK,

moments in life. We all have them and they’re

I’m more famous there.

and she’s in it. People really took to her and

just beautiful – it’s like when you’re with your

there’s this lovely feeling when people go,

friends or family or whoever and you’re crying

You’ve been to Hong Kong before (perform-

“Oh my God, wow, he hasn’t been making

with laughter all time stops and you’re just

ing at Udderbelly in 2016). What do you
think of the city?

it up!” She’s so wonderful. I would never

kind of in this weird and wonderful world of

You’ve come a long way since that Jesters gig,

my dad, so I think it was just my surroundings

ever gig, I was with my (then) girlfriend and

do anything that was unnecessarily cal-

giggles. It’s the best place ever, so if you find

when did you first realise you were hilarious?

and my desire to make my dad laugh. That was

performed a 15-minute set of all the tings I

lous to my family, it’s always a celebration

yourself being the conductor of that, it’s f******

Oh I love it, I really enjoyed it. I was just blown

the whole point really – to make dad laugh.

was going to talk about, and then I went and

of them.

amazing!

away by the pace of the place and how much

And now he’s really into it.

performed it the next day. It had all been
building up to that moment on stage – and

You seem like a real family guy at heart. Are

It must feel amazing then to perform to a

car horns, then suddenly seeing an old lady

it felt amazing to finally get there! It’s funny

they your greatest inspiration?

crowd of thousands, but do you ever get

pushing a dog in a pram! And then having

nervous before hitting the stage?

kids singing karaoke really loud and being

Ah I dunno, everyone’s funny aren’t they?
When I was at school me and my friends were
always kind of silly and I was always kind of

Tell us about the first material you wrote

was going on – all the noise, the slurping, the

because I’d be writing those jokes for ages,

obsessed with the idea of being a stand-up
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It’s always been about
talking about what I know
and love – a really warm,
mental, insane bunch of
people that happen to be my
family … and I’m the normal
one that’s kind of on the
outside looking in.

to then just watch TV or pop to the shops as

“

cotton buds in your ear and your hot, toasty

“

really doesn’t get any better than that. Little

from a very early age. I was really into Lee Ev-

I used to write jokes when I was about 14 or

but when I look back now, they were so bad

Yeah. I had a real moment when I was at

ans, Billy Connolly, and shows like Have I Got

15. I’d be in my room just writing funny stuff

[laughs]. I’d say things like, “You know when

my grandad’s funeral. He passed away the

It’s funny actually, I went to Manchester

bewildering! The gigs in Hong Kong are crazy

News for You, and I used to watch them with

and I remember the day before I did my first

you’re trying to get a beer outside and you’re

same day that Trump was elected, so it was

the other day and I think there were about

and great – this one person brought a massive

a part of it all. I loved it, and found it utterly

localiiz.com 13

six-foot tall bear with them to the show and

a secret cinema, or a cool club, or play indoor

in the UK, where we would record it and it

sat it next to them, so I took it off them and

golf of go go-karting. We just kind of do weird

had a life of its own and get millions of hits. I

put in on my chair on stage and did this whole

and wacky things … we live like 15-year-old

liked that because there is sometimes that

weird double act for the entire show. It was

boys, [laughs] it’s depressing!

thing with being on stage where it’s very exciting and so much fun, but then it all kind of

really funny, but I can’t remember any of it.
I literally have no idea what I did. It was this

Your voice must get tired with such a hectic

evaporates — like the show with the six-foot

lovely, small, weird little gig. [laughs] Who

schedule. Do you have a special warm up

bear. It’s all about the people, and it’s a really

brings a giant bear to a comedy show? (only in

routine before you hit the stage?

fun night, but it will never be again, and that’s
both the beauty and the curse of stand-up.

Hong Kong!)
Well because I’ve got this sore, in-

You can walk out of a gig and not remember

fected throat at the moment, I have

the best bits – that’s just what happens, but

to do this kind of [starts singing

with TV, if you get it right, you can hold on to

warm up scales in a very theatrical

it forever. I’m sort of torn between the two

tone]. It’s so embarrassing and aw-

really.

ful, but that’s one of the good things
about me not doing comedy clubs

What’s the weirdest thing a fan has ever

at the moment, because if I was

given to you?

doing that in one I would have the
piss ripped out of me. Also, when

[Laughs] Well I wouldn’t call her a fan, but

I’m screaming and shouting, I’m a

a woman once threw a dildo at me at a gig

bit like Liam Gallagher so I have to

and it slapped me in the face, so I had a c***

retrain my voice – it’s really odd. But

shaped bruise. And then it got me to ques-

hopefully when I’m doing this sort

tion, “How little faith do you have to have

of gig, it’s a bit more relaxed and I

in a comedy entertainer to bring a sex toy

can have some fun.

along with you to the show? [laughs] I think
that was the strangest thing. I was also giv-

You’ve hosted and featured in nu-

en a cake backstage once that had my face

merous TV shows, but which do you

on it, and I did NOT take a bite out of that

prefer – performing on stage or for

thing because I think it would have been

the camera?

absolutely riddled with Rohypnol!

With Good News, [Russell’s hit satir-

Well, we won’t bake you a cake then, but we

ical TV news show] I loved creating

may bring a stuffed toy along to your Hong

something tangible based on issues

Kong show. We’ll see you there!

So do you have to tailor your material a lot
to cater for a Hong Kong audience – or any
other country you perform in?
I think you just have to move things around,

CATCH
RUSSELL LIVE
IN HONG KONG!

so you just look at the lay of the land and
think, is this relevant here? Will this thing
work? Like, I have a really funny thing about
the nursery rhyme Old MacDonald Had A
Farm, but that’s only really funny if people
know the song. So it’s little things like that
that I have to check beforehand and then it’s
a case of just going on stage and mixing it all
together really.
Your new tour has you performing in 29 cities in 11 countries. That’s a tiring schedule,
how do you relax while you’re on the road?

The
‘ROUND THE WORLD’
tour comes to the
Academic Community
Hall, Hong Kong Baptist
University, on
SATURDAY, MAY 27.
Tickets cost
$488 to $888 and are
available to buy
at hkticketing.

Film and music are the main things really, but
we do have these occasional ‘Gatsby days’
where we do something mental and go off to

14
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New on the Menu

Words by Sophie Pettit

We tuck into three of the hottest new menus on offer in the 852.

For sides, the devilishly good Samosas and
Falafel with mint dip (both a bargain $30)

New Dinner Tasting Menu at Dragon-i

are a must order, and those with a sweet
tooth will no doubt enjoy a pot of juicy Gajar
Halwa (Carrot Pudding) or creamy Kheer
(Rice Pudding) for dessert for only $25 each.
Be warned though, these are super filling, so
leave enough room after your main. End your
Indian feast with a cup of sweet and spicy
Masala Chai – it’s seriously good!
Masala Train, G/F, Yue On Building, 146148 Lockhart Road, Wan Chai, (right on
Wan Chai MTR Exit A1), (+852) 2415 3000
Opening times: Mon to Thur 11.30am to
9.30pm, and open until midnight on Fri and Sat

When most Hong Kongers hear Dragon-i a vision

Also available to order on Deliveroo

of Russian models and pretentious suits splashing way too much cash on Champagne usually
springs to mind – and they’d be pretty spot on.
But now the famous club is pulling something
rather unexpected out of the bag to entice city
dwellers through its doors – before the night-time
debauchery kicks off – in the form of a new dinner
tasting menu for 4 or 6 people for under $200
per head.

Sliced Spicy Beef in Szechuan Sauce

The dishes on the tasting menu are surpris-

Dim Sum Library

Meanwhile, the Seared foie gras with

Dim Sum just got a whole lot richer, thanks to

outrageously rich and salty.

Masala Train Indian
Takeaway

Those with a bigger appetite will love tuck-

‘Healthy’ and ‘curry’ aren’t words you tend to hear

osmanthus-smoked coddled eggs ($78) is

the opening of new 1920s art deco–inspired
Dim Sum Library. Located on the first floor of
Pacific Place, the quirky new dining spot offers
contemporary dishes that aren’t overly gimmicky
or pricey – but certainly aren’t lacking in flavour.
Sat among 4,000 square foot of elegant decor, adorned with fancy bird cages, peacock
tiled walls, and dim lighting, guests can tuck
into delicious favourites like the melt-inyour-mouth Wagyu beef puff with black

ing into the Yunnan black truffle crispy-

in the same sentence, but delightful new Indian

skin chicken ($390 for the whole chicken,

takeaway Masala Train has cracked the formula

$190 for half) and discovering succulent

with a menu of delicious homemade traditional

truffle-flavoured meat hidden underneath a

dishes that are free from artificial sweeteners,

delightful crispy skin layer. With 11 vegetari-

excess salt, MSG – and the expensive price tag.

an dishes on the menu, each packed with just
as much flavour as their meaty counterparts,
there is certainly something for everyone to
enjoy.

ingly good, staying intensely loyal to traditional Cantonese cuisine with a few delicious
twists along the way. The very traditional
Gajar Halwa and Kheer

Chilled Cucumber and Jelly Fish with Spicy
Sauce starter is soft and light without the
usual crunch that makes most people wince,
while the bowl of Sun-dried Scallops and
Bamboo Pith Soup is refreshingly aromatic.

Tucked away on the corner of Wan Chai MTR
Exit A1, this delicious haven is small enough
that you might miss it – but make sure you
don’t. Boasting a selection of mouth-water-

pregnant wife when she came to the venue.
The Poached Chicken with Root Ginger is
definitely an acquired taste (for those who
like yellowy Hainan chicken), while the Stirfried Seasonal Vegetables with Ginger Jus
provides a lighter balance to the meat heavy
feast.
The Papaya and Snow Fungus Sweet Soup
offers a sweet ending to this spicy meal, and

The real treat, however, are the Chili Pork

the juicy Seasonal Fruit Platter with honey-

Dumplings which are filled with delicious

dew melon, watermelon, pineapple, and kiwi

pork and have one hell of a spicy kick. Make

is a winner.

sure you have a glass of chilled water on

If you love traditional Cantonese cuisine and

hand to chase the chili after each tasty bite.

get a kick out of a bargain, then you should
definitely give Dragon-i a try. If you can over-

pepper ($88 for 3), Black truffle har gau

Wash this all down with a delicious tea-

ing homemade curries, keema rolls, sides,

Moving on to the mains, the saucy Sliced

($48 for 3), and Dan dan xiaolong bao ($48

and guilt-free desserts (with zero sugar), the

come the initial strangeness of dining in an

based cocktail, and round it off with a sweet

Spicy Beef in Szechuan Sauce is a crowd

for 3) – a super spicy take on the popular

empty club before the madness starts, then

Lava mango roll ($48 for 3 pieces) to balance

casual eatery will definitely keep you – and

pleaser, offering just the right amount of

dish, thanks to the mala sauce.

go for it. For only $172 each, who can argue?

out the flavours, and you have yourself a

your wallet – extremely satisfied. The only

kick. The Pregnant Women’s Fried Rice (still

dreamy dim sum feast that’s perfect to enjoy

catch is that there is only seating for about

can’t get over the name) goes well with the

Dragon-i, G/F The Centrium, 60 Wynd-

four people, so it’s definitely better as a takea-

beef and comes with a fun story too. The chef

ham Street, Central, (+852) 3110 1222

way or Deliveroo option.

of Dragon-i came up with this simple and

Dinner tasting menu costs $688 for 4 people

healthy ingredient packed dish for his (then)

and $1,032 for 6 people.

Those with a salty palette will love the Crispy
aubergine tossed with salted fish and

any time of the day.

Chinese chives ($108) which is packed with

Dim Sum Library, Shop 124, Level 1, Pacific

flavour and stacked in a Jenga-like formation

Place, 88 Queensway, Admiralty,

The very mild and reasonable priced Chicken

that’s thoroughly enjoyable to dismantle.

(+852) 3643 0088

Curry ($58) and Lamb Keema Roll ($68) are

Chicken Curry

delicious mains, largely due to the gorgeous
texture of the fall-apart-in-your-mouth minced
lamb and the subtle flavours of the curry sauce
which you can tell have no nasty fake ingredients. The generously sized Protein Platter
($78) of Chicken, Lamb, and Paneer Tikka on
a bed of salad is a great option for those who
Wagyu beef puff
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Dan dan xiaolong bao

Crispy aubergine

want to avoid carbs and go for a lighter option.

Samosas and Falafel

Chili Pork Dumplings

Poached Chicken with Root Ginger
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Kowloon Park

Pao Yue Kong

With three spacious, outdoor, leisure pools,

If size is what you’re looking for, then Pao

a toddlers’ pool, waterfalls-a-plenty, and a

Yue Kong Swimming Pool is the one for you.

splattering of rockery, it’s no wonder Kow-

A whopping eight pools comprise this Ab-

loon Park Swimming Pool is so popular

erdeen complex, including one for kids and

in the summertime. If you fancy catching

another for toddlers, which means there’s

some rays after your dip, then enjoy loung-

plenty of room to splash around. Regular

ing around in the sunbathing area. Fancy

buses run from Central and Causeway Bay,

something more active? Why not pay a visit

and the main pools are perfect for swim-

to the family of flamingos and turtles in

ming some lengths and getting in shape for

Kowloon Park!

summer. There are plenty of slides and water

Opening hours: 6.30am – 12 noon, 1pm – 5pm,

cannons to keep the kids entertained too.

Public Pools
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there are also plenty of eateries in the area
to fill rumbling tummies after an active day

Kowloon Park 22 Austin Road, Tsim Sha Tsui,

and 7pm – 10pm

outside. From diving pools to leisure pools,

(+852) 2724 3577

Pao Yue Kong, 2 Shum Wan Road, Wong Chuk

and training pools to toddlers’ pools, this

Hang, (+852) 2553 3617

year-round complex is the perfect place to

Another one for the young and young at
heart, Jordan Valley Swimming Pool boasts
an exciting array of water slides, spray cannons, and animal floaties. Much more than a
swimming pool, Jordan Valley is verging on

work on your technique, whatever your age.
Opening times: 6.30am – 12 noon, 1pm –

With a main pool, a teaching pool, and a lei-

6.30pm, and 7.30pm – 10pm

sure pool, the Sai Kung Swimming Pool ca-

Tseung Kwan O, 9 Wan Lung Road, Tseung

ters for swimmers of all ages and abilities.

Kwan O, (+852) 2706 6767

A firm favourite for those living in the New
Territories, this colourful summer hang out
is well worth a visit. Get down there early to
bag yourself a sun lounger on the first floor
sun deck. Trust us, the view over the waterfront is well worth getting out of bed for.

Tsing Yi
Yearning for some bigger water slide action?
Perfect for slightly older kids who have far outgrown the infant play area, Tsing Yi Swimming
Pool has a more exciting selection to try out.

a water park. If you’re just looking to relax,

Opening times: 6.30am – 12 noon, 1pm –

The larger main pool is ideal for more serious

however, there are plenty of opportunities

6.30pm, and 7.30pm – 10pm

swimmers wanting to squeeze in a summer

to take a calm dip away from the action and

Sai Kung, Wai Man Road, Sai Kung, (+852)

workout, especially as it’s just five minutes

excitement in one of the four other pools.

2792 7285

walk away from Tsing Yi MTR Station.

Opening hours: 6.30am – 12 noon, 1pm – 6pm,

Tseung Kwan O

Opening times: 6.30am – 12 noon, 1pm –

Jordan Valley, 6 Choi Ha Road, Ngau Tau Kok,

For those who aren’t fazed by winter temper-

Tsing Yi, 51 Tsing King Road, Tsing Yi, (+852)

(+852) 2305 5919

atures, the outdoor Tseung Kwan O Swim-

2435 6407

and 7pm – 10pm

Our city’s public pools are officially open for business, and while it may be drizzly right now, it won’t be long
before we’re facing a summer of soaring temperatures and humidity beyond our wildest dreams. With this in
mind, we check out the coolest public pools around the city – as well as some hotel favourites – to give you a
head start on where to spend some poolside chilling. So grab a towel and dive in!

around the corner from Po Lam MTR station,

Opening times: 6.30am – 12 noon, 1pm – 6pm,

Jordan Valley

in Hong Kong

ming Pool stays open all year round. Just

and 6pm – 10pm

Sai Kung

The Coolest Outdoor Pools

Pao Yue Kong

6.30pm, and 7.30pm – 10pm

Kowloon Park

Hammer Hill Road
Hammer Hill Swimming Pool is sure

With a total of 43 state owned and oper-

to keep your youngsters entertained

ated public pools splashed across Hong

throughout the summer break with slides,

Kong, an afternoon of water-based fun is

water cannons, and an interactive fountain

never far away. Clocking in at just $17 on

– now that sounds like fun! Tiny tots can

weekdays and $19 on weekends, Hong

splash around in the designated toddler

Kong’s public pools are perfect for family

pool, whilst older kids can check out the

outings, busting out some lengths, or re-

indoor pirate ship. Although not the ideal

laxing with friends. Changing rooms are

venue for serious swimmers, this is the

provided, but don’t forget to pack your

ultimate place for a day of fun in the sun.

Opening hours: 6.30am – 12 noon, 1pm – 5pm,

own towel. Plus, each public pool is closed

While you’re in the area, why not check out

and 6pm – 10pm

one day each week for cleaning, so check

the picturesque Chi Lin Nunnery and Nan

Hammer Hill Road, 30 Lung Cheung Road,

the websites first to avoid disappointment.

Lian Garden?

Wong Tai Sin, (+852) 2350 6173

Hammer Hill Road
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Hotel Pools

If lounging by the pool with a cocktail in hand is your idea of heaven, then you might want to check out the luxury hotels that provide
day passes. With a selection of perks included, such as use of the sauna and gym facilities, these more expensive price tags are definitely worth it for an ultimate day of summer relaxation.

Langham Place
If rooftop swimming is up your street, then
the Langham Place Hotel has a deal that’s
hard to turn down. Get yourself up to the
15th floor between 6am and 11pm on your
chosen day to take a dip in the heated pool,
relax in the jacuzzi, get fit in the gym, and enjoy complimentary fresh fruit. With spectacular views, a competitive price, and no need
to book ahead – well, we’ll see you there …
Day pass costs $300
Langham Place, 8 Peking Road, Tsim Sha Tsui,
Grand Hyatt

(+852) 2375 1133

Sheraton

Grand Hyatt

Island Shangri-La

With Victoria Harbour as your backdrop,

Get a taste of the high life at the prestig-

Kong has a temperature controlled outdoor

access to the gym and sauna, and the op-

ious Island Shangri-La, as it opens its doors

pool with a jaw-dropping harbour view that

portunity to tuck into the culinary creations

to non-guests on weekdays between 6am

is open all year round. Dry off on the sundeck

of The Waterfall Bar and The Grill poolside

and 10pm. Stretch out on a poolside loung-

before taking a trip to the sauna, and make full

restaurants, there’s no doubt that a day at

er, work up a sweat in the gym, and check

use of the gym whilst you’re there too. Open

the Grand Hyatt will put a smile on your face.

out the sauna and steam rooms. If the pool

every day between 6am and 10pm, and with

Open to non-hotel guests between 8am and

is getting crowded, however, priority will

no need for reservations, our visits to the Sher-

6pm, you can lounge around in the water or

be given to the hotels’ guests, so opting for

aton won’t be limited to the summer months,

get up and active with some lengths in the

quieter seasons will work in your favour.

that’s for sure!

Day pass costs $650

Day pass costs $300

Island Shangri-La, Pacific Place, Supreme Court

Sheraton, 20 Nathan Road, Tsim Sha Tsui,

Road, Central, (+852) 2877 3838

(+852) 2369 1111

pool. There are only a limited number of passes available, so make sure to book in advance!
Day pass costs $550

Perched on the 18th floor, Sheraton Hong

Grand Hyatt, 1 Harbour Road, Wan Chai,
(+852) 2584 7688

Conrad Hotel

A Guide to Hong Kong’s

Photo credit: thisgirlabroad

Top Five Hikes
Despite being one of the most densely populated cities in the world, Hong Kong is also packed with lush
countryside, rolling hills, and breathtaking coastal scenery. Our great city is home to 300km of hiking trails,
many of which are a short 30-minute ride from Central. With the scorching hot summer just around the
corner, now is the perfect time to get out and enjoy the view before the heat cranks up. So lace up your
trainers, dig out the Lycra, and get your trek on with our guide to the Hong Kong’s top five hikes.

If you need a holiday, but can’t get the time off
work, the five-star Conrad Hotel offers the

1. Dragon’s Back

next best thing. A tropical oasis in the heart

Comprising of eight different sections, that

of the city, the palm tree-lined pool area has

when combined become one of the most

an on-site cabana bar should you fancy a

popular hiking routes in the city, the Hong

cocktail. It’s no surprise that this luxurious

Kong Trail is a 50km route that traverses

staycation spot gets booked up fast, so make

through hills, beaches, a reservoir, and

sure to call ahead and check there is room by

parkland. Each individual section presents

the pool.
Day passes cost $370 on weekdays and $480

ers with a glimpse into some of Hong Kong’s

on weekends

most isolated and beautiful areas. One of

Conrad Hotel, One Pacific Place, 88 Queensway, Admiralty, (+852) 2521 3838
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its own unique challenges and provides hik-

Island Shangri-La

the most popular sections is the Dragon’s
Back, voted the ‘world’s best urban trek’

and usually the first undertaken by newbies.
Few hikers complete the full Hong Kong

Photo credit: @piskii

Trail in one go, partly due to the fact that
there are no camping facilities along the
route. A must do for residents and visitors.
How to get there: Walk from MTR Shau Kei
Wan Station Exit A to Shau Kei Wan Bus
Terminus. Take bus 9 or the minibus with the
sign ‘Shek O’ next to the bus terminus. Alight
at To Tei Wan, Shek O Road. Follow the sign
post to begin the Dragon’s Back hike.
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2. The Wilson Trail
Photo credit: @sensensen

With 63km of its 78km length set solely in
parkland, the Wilson Trail brings together
eight of Hong Kong’s country parks. Starting
out at Tai Tam Park on Hong Kong Island, this
trail moves in a northerly direction through
the New Territories before coming to an end
at Pat Sin Leng Country Park. The full hike
comprises of seven different sections, each
showcasing some of the best scenery Hong
Kong has to offer.
How to get there: There is no MTR that goes
out to Tai Tam Country Park, so you’ll have to
take a bus or taxi to get here. Take bus number 14 from Sai Wan Ho MTR station, or bus
number 6 from Central MTR station.

3. The MacLehose Trail
Photo credit: thisgirlabroad

before moving higher in elevation at the

area, and the Tian Tan Buddha at Ngong Ping,

This popular but short hike begins on Tai Tam

every drop of sweat! You may want to take

central peaks, finally ending in the western

the Lantau Trail also features the majestic

How to get there: Visit hiking.gov.hk/eng to

Gap Road by Wong Nai Chung Reservoir

a short break before heading down as your

valleys and reservoirs. There are 10 sec-

Sunset Peak, one of the highest points of all

find the 12 sections and directions for the

Park. Head towards the bottom of the reser-

legs will without a doubt start to shake like

tions in total, ranging from 5km to 16km in

Hong Kong treks. This trail has excellent fa-

Lantau Trail.

voir and take the steps up as the trail takes

jelly during the 1,000 steps. Don’t worry, as

length.

cilities, and the sections are easily navigated

you behind Repulse Bay towards Deepwater

there’s a reward in the form of delicious beer

Bay. As you overlook the Deepwater Bay

and pub grub waiting for you at the end!

and well sign posted.
Photo credit: @travx

Another predominantly country park-based

How to get there: visit hiking.gov.hk/eng to

5. Tai Tam to Stanley Trail

starts to meander upwards. Conquer the

the MacLehose Trail.

How to get there: Visit hiking.gov.hk/eng for

363m peak and take in the amazing views

transport information.

trek is the MacLehose Trail, Hong Kong’s
longest hiking route – best known for the
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apartment towers, continue on until the trail

find the 10 starting points and directions for

before ascending towards Stanley. It’s worth

annual Oxfam Trailwalker event, which sees

4. The Lantau Trail

more than 4,000 people take on the 100km

This 12-section, 70km trail is confined to

challenge. This hiking trail, which traverses

Lantau Island in Hong Kong’s New Territo-

through the New Territories and Kowloon,

ries. The route is circular, starting and ending

For more detailed information on Hong Kong hikes and treks,

has it all: coastlines, parks, rugged peaks,

at Mui Wo. Each section varies in length, the

check out the handy e-guides from Hong Kong Tourism Board.

valleys, and even the odd glimpse of rural

smallest being just 2.5km, and the longest

living. It runs from east to west, starting in

10.5km. In addition to the spectacular scen-

some of Hong Kong’s densest countryside,

ery of the surrounding coastline and bay

MORE INFORMATION ON HIKING

Photo credit: @sambhojwani

Photo credit: @sambhojwani

Guided tours from Kayak & Hike and Walk Hong Kong also come highly recommended.
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All You Need to Know
About Men’s Fitness
IN HONG KONG

“Choose what you drink carefully – I tend to
stick to Gin & Tonic, as it’s low in calories, and
red wine – in small amounts it can actually
assist muscle recovery as it helps open your
blood vessels”, says Max Lai, founder of Urban
Active.

Pre-workout Tips
It doesn’t take a genius to work out that
without fuel in the tank, you’ll run out of

Budget Bootcamps
Looking to spice up your exercise regime?
Check out these urban workout sessions –
checking in at around $100 a pop, they’re
guaranteed to get you fired up about fitness
without burning a hole in your pocket.

membership fee (free trial class too).
Find out more at www.facebook.com/
urbanactivehk
The November Project

Urban Active

Classes: Workout Wednesdays

Classes: MAXHIIT, Relentless Muscle, and

Location: Sun Yat Sen Memorial Park

Morning Vinyasa

(7am sharp!)
How much: Free!

steam. Our fitness gurus all agree that a light
meal an hour or two before a workout is the
way to go. Some like fruit, others suggest a
small amount of carbohydrate – it’s a personal choice, but eating something before your
workout is definitely the key.
Lacking motivation? Take the advice of Max,
founder and trainer at Urban Active, and have

Location: Tamar Park, Causeway Bay Sports

a pre-workout drink to get you fired up. Check

Ground, Victoria Park

out the offerings of Streamline Sports – their cit-

How much: $20 per class plus $100 annual

rus flavoured Energy Source Xtreme will have
you raring to go in just 15 minutes.
www.streamlinesports.com.hk

Workout Spaces
So, the gym doesn’t motivate you – don’t give
up – get out! Hong Kong may be a concrete
jungle, but it has plenty of outdoor workout
spaces to get creative in. Plus, we have the
privilege of friendly weather (raging humidity excepted) the year round, making al fresco
workouts a realistic and money-saving
option. To help you out, we asked our fitness
friends to share their favourite, free workout
spots around the city.
Photo credit: Ultimate Performance

In a city with arguably the most literal approach to the ‘work hard, play hard’ ethic, finding the time to stay
in shape can be a real challenge. To help you get on top of your game, we’ve gathered together a panel of
Hong Kong fitness gurus to give you the low-down on fitness trends, common workout mistakes, and top
tips on how to shake up your regime. Get ready to pump some iron!

C learing Hong Kong’s Hurd les
Work Hard
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Dan Williams, head trainer, Precision Fitness:
says, “I love basketball courts. You can get cre-

Words by Scarlett Whittell

ative with the lines and add different stimulus –
it’s a blank canvas to bring any equipment you
want.”
Ian Wilson, head strength coach, Primal
Strength says, “I know it’s an old cliché, however
one of the great pastimes in Hong Kong is hiking.
A brisk walk on a cooler day when the humidity
isn’t so punishing.”
Ruarai Farquhar, CEO, APNutrition adds, “Sai
Kung Running Track – the view is incredible, the

Sedentary jobs dominate in Hong Kong, and

Play Harder

this not only reduces your daily calorie-burn-

Socialising is at the heart of the Hong Kong

ing count to practically nil, it also shortens

lifestyle. Though happy hours and after

your hamstrings and weakens the spine, ex-

work drinks may be kind on the pocket,

Max Lai, founder and trainer, Urban Active tells

plains Ian Wilson, head strength coach at Pri-

they’re definitely not kind on your health.

us, “I believe you can get fit anytime and any-

mal Strength. As a result, the temptation to go

Alcohol has a huge amount of calories in it

where. You can do push-ups and sit-ups in your

hard and fast with weight training, as opposed

and can actually hinder muscular repair –

living room, or even your bedroom.”

to gradually working your way up the weight

hey, we’re not telling you to go teetotal, just

scale, has the potential to do real damage.

approach socialising and fitness as equally

www.primalstrength.com.hk

important pastimes.

weather is pretty great all year round, and you
can’t beat a sprint workout for burning fat.”
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Find out more at www.facebook.com/
novemberprojecthongkong
Outdoor Fitness
Classes: Bootcamp, TRX, BoxFit, AquaFit
Location: Sai Kung

Fitness C lasses

CrossFit 852

Studio Fitness

same, CrossFit 852 is ideal if you’re finding

With a unique setting that’s more reminis-

With no two workouts ever being the

yourself getting a bit bored or disillusioned

How much: $100 – $120 per class.

cent of a nightclub than a gym, Studio Fitness

with your regular routine. Workouts are

stands out from the crowd by creating a high

generally short and performed at high

Find out more at www.outdoorfitness.hk

energy, sociable atmosphere. The focus here

intensity in small groups. It’s no walk in the

Perun Fitness
Classes: Bootcamp, TRX, Boxing
Location: Lantau
How much: $100 – $120 per class.

is very much on keeping things simple and
fun, without overwhelming you with a myriad of classes. At Studio Fitness you simply

park – with a typical programme combining
weightlifting, gymnastics, and high intensity

choose Get Ripped or Cut Fat. Although ac-

training – but after a few sessions you start

tually achieving either isn’t quite so simple,

feeling a real sense of camaraderie with the

Find out more at www.prerunfitness.com

other participants and it’s amazing how far
you can push yourself when you’re all in it to-

Bespoke Fitness

gether. If you’re maybe a little apprehensive
about joining because you’re worried about

Products for Dry Skin

Words by Sophie Pettit

The unpredictable climate – not to mention the high pollution levels – in Hong Kong can wreak havoc on your poor
little pores which might be crying out for some love. Luckily, we’ve tried and tested all the lotions and potions we
could get our hands on to find you the secret to keeping hydrated, radiant, and blemish free whatever the weather.

1. Snow Fox Skin
Care Range

it the perfect antidote to tired and dry skin.

face cream. The star in-

Although it’s slightly thicker than some of the

gredients of this formula

Calling all foxy ladies! If you’re

other creams tested, due to its buttery tex-

are Korean red ginseng

on the hunt for organic, vegan,

ture, it doesn’t feel too heavy on your face. It

root and New Zealand
manuka honey, which

Ultimate Performance

your fitness levels, don’t sweat it! CrossFit’s

natural skin care products (are

does, however, take a little longer to sink into

there any boxes these don’t

work together to penetrate to the deepest

Although many fitness providers on our list

trainers will alter the programme so you

your skin, so it’s a good idea to add a few extra

layers of your skin to create an intensely hy-

don’t end a wheezing mess on the floor.

tick?) then the recently launched

minutes into your morning routine. Definitely

here offer support in a community-driven

drating effect. Given how rich the packaging

sphere, the onus is very much on you to
create your own scheduling, look after your
own diet etc. And let’s be honest, a lifetime of
bad habits can be a daunting thing to try and
undo off your own back. So, if you’re the kind
of person who wants to be proverbially broken down and built back up again by someone in the know, then Ultimate Performance
is surely one of the best options in the city.
Their 12 Week Muscle Building program
is insane, with every detail catered to your
needs – nutrition, sleep, when to breath, and,
of course, lots of exercise. If you have the

Snow Fox Skin Care range is your ticket. These

better suited to your face than your stomach,

notice so much the overwhelming feeling

CrossFit 852, Li Dong Building, 1&2F, Li

three dazzling products work together to give

this utterly buttery cream is a keeper.

is, this cream is surprisingly lightweight and

that you want to lie down and die. Still not

Dong Building, 9 Li Yuen Street East, Central,

you “flawless skin” in three simple steps –

Where to buy: Available online at

absorbs quickly without leaving a noticeable

convinced? Well thankfully, Studio Fitness

(+852) 2205 0338

wash, detox, and hydrate/protect. Start off

Gooseberry Beauty

residue or sticky finish. The great thing about

with the peppermint based Soothing Facial

How much: $400 (60ml)

it, apart from the smooth, radiant glow it gives

the classes are so much fun that you don’t

doesn’t make you commit right away. Give
one of their complimentary trial classes a go
and see what all the fuss is about.

www.studiofitnessgym.com

Des Veoux Road, (+852) 2798 9000
Causeway Bay – 11/F Midtown Plaza II, 1-29
Tang Lung Street, (+852) 7989 0000
www.upfitness.com.hk

There are many things

And the generous folks at Kiehl’s make sure

fitness regime into their daily lives in Hong

macadamia All Day Defense Cream ($420)

this little pot of magic

that every pot is filled right to the top – bonus!

to get silky smooth and moisturised all day

claims to do to your

Where to buy: Available at Kiehl’s stores
How much: $520 (50ml)

Kong. Surely the biggest reason for this is

once to get enough cream to cover your face.

Orangetheory Fitness

long. When you have more time on your hands
(say 15 to 20 minutes) give the Arctic Breeze

it against sun-induced

If you’re after a one-of-a-kind group train-

your lunch hour to exercise often means you

Detox Cooling Mask ($50) a whirl. Its soft,

ageing and reduce the appearance of fine

won’t get to eat. Well, Fit Eat In have the an-

organic cotton surface, infused with organic

lines and wrinkles (always a bonus!), but

5. Coconut Matters WILD
Virgin Coconut Oil

peppermint oil extract, is positively refreshing –

when it comes to keeping your skin deeply

You’ll feel like you’re on

and great for puffy eyes too! The best thing

nourished and hydrated, this NIVEA gem is

holiday in an exotic, faraway

about these foxy treasures (apart from their

an absolute winner. The best thing about this

land when you work a little

gorgeous, fresh packaging) is that they contain

cream, apart from its gorgeous yet subtle,

coconut oil into your morning
skincare routine. One of the

and power elements through a variety of

corn Trade Centre, 127-131

a dollop or two of the ginseng, jojoba, and

meaning you only need to dip your finger in

work – the hours are long here and giving up

workout incorporates endurance, strength,

Ultimate Performance, Central – 3/F Uni-

So many people find it difficult to fit a solid

soft, foamy lather to help rinse away grease

face, such as protect

then Orangetheory Fitness is for you. Each

game-changing results.

you all day long, is that a little goes a long way,

and dirt first thing in the morning, then apply

Building, 34 Wyndham Street, Central,
(+852) 9450 5600

Cleansing Mousse ($280) to create a lovely,

3. NIVEA Q10 Plus
Anti-Wrinkle Day Cream

Fit Eat In

500+ total calories per 60-minute session,

stomach to stick it out, then you’ll see some

www.crossfit852.com

Studio Fitness, World Wide Commercial

ing that allows you to burn an average of

swer. Their service offers a 30-minute intensive lunchtime workout at Hong Kong Park
hosted by professional trainers, followed by

equipment. Participants are given a heart-

an organic and nutritious meal (provided by

no harmful chemicals or preservatives, which

floral scent, is that it’s non greasy, super

rate monitor, the new OTBeat Link or OTbeat

Supafood) to take back to the office. The pro-

makes them super gentle on sensitive skin.

light, and fast absorbing, meaning you can

most versatile natural ingredi-

gramme is designed to fit into a one-hour time

Where to buy: Available online at Spa Monkeys

apply your makeup soon after moisturising

ents to ever grace our kitchen

How much: Refer to prices above

– perfect for saving those precious morning

(and bathroom) cupboards, this

minutes. This is a great cream to use when-

tropical treasure is not only packed with

2. Gooseberry Beauty Fig
& Yarrow Buttercream

ever your pores need a little pick-me-up, as it

vitamins, antioxidants, minerals, fatty acids,

keeps you feeling silky smooth and smelling

and proteins, it’s also soothing and full of

sweet the whole day (and night) long. Not

moisture, making it an absolute winner in

yellow, buttery good-

bad for just over $100!

our book. It’s easy to go WILD for this little

ness, and you might think

Where to buy: Available at Watsons

jar of goodness from local eco-brand Coco-

you’re meant to smother

and Bonjour stores

nut Matter, especially as it’s 100% Austral-

it all over a cake. You’d

How much: $102 (50ml)

ian certified organic and smells absolutely

chest strap, to monitor the five-zone interval
training sessions called the Orange 60. During the course of a one-hour session, participants perform multiple intervals designed
to produce at least 12 minutes of training at
84% or higher of their individual maximum
heart rate. If none of that makes sense it’s
okay, basically, this workout is designed to
keep you in that oxygenated sweet-spot so

frame – busy workers can exercise, shower in
the sport centres, pick up their previously ordered lunch, and return to their desk. Perfect!
Fit Eat In, (+852) 9507 7774
www.fiteatin.com

One look at this creamy,

that you basically end up burning calories

Post-workout Routines

long after the work out is done.

Our fitness panel agree that protein is the

be forgiven too with the

best source of energy post-workout. Wheth-

amount of delicious ingredients packed in,

Orangetheory Fitness, 23/F, Soundwill Plaza
II – Midtown, 1 Tang Lung Street, Causeway
Bay, (+852) 5597 7296
www.ofthongkong.com

er it’s a high-protein food, such as almonds,
or a low calorie protein shake, protein is
definitely the way to go.
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Showcase: 5 Best Beauty

divine. Just one dab is all it takes to gently

which include shea butter, chamomile, grape-

4. Kiehl’s Pure Vitality Skin
Renewing Cream

fruit seed extract, jojoba oil, and rosemary

Honey and ginger are well known for their

It’s also great for soothing sunburn!

leaf extract. The Fig & Yarrow Buttercream

natural healing properties, and we’ve struck

Where to buy: Available at Coconut Matter

is non greasy and super hydrating, making

gold with this pot of newly launched Kiehl’s

How much: $90 (200ml) / $210 (500ml)

cover your face each morning, leaving it
deeply nourished and beautifully glowing.
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Localiiz Property Picks: Pads with a Pool
Words by Graham Turner

Hong Kong’s not a cold city. I know that, you know that. You know what’s great when it’s really hot, and you feel
like the city is trying to suffocate you with its oppressive humidity? A pool. You would think that having your own
swimming pool is something that would be reserved for the super rich, and while there’s plenty of options for the 1
per cent top earners, normal plebs like you and me can have a home with a pool too. So as such, here’s a selection of
pads on the market now, with a pool – whether it be private or shared, there’s water that you can splash about in.
Marina Cove, Sai Kung

Pik Uk Tsuen Road, Clearwater Bay

Grand Bowen, Mid Levels East

•

$73,000/pm

•

$95,000/pm

•

$58,000/pm

•

1,920 sq ft

•

2,200 sq ft

•

1,537 sq ft

•

Semi-detached house, private swimming

•

Full sea view, 5 bedrooms (2 en suite),

•

2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, access to gym

M

and pool

Y

pool, garden, 2 bedrooms (1 en suite), club
house access, 2 car parks

private swimming pool, 2 car parks

C

Clearwater Bay is undoubtedly one of the nic-

Aside from being home to high-end residen-

Okay, so 73 grand is hardly chump change, but in

est areas of the city to live in, and this property

tial developments, Mid Levels also houses

the grand scheme of things, it’s not terrible, and

takes full advantage of the incredible vistas,

some of Hong Kong’s international schools

CY

the new decoration, newly built pool, and all-

something that can be enjoyed from your own

such as Island School, Carmel School, and

CMY

round loveliness on display make it worthwhile.

pool!

Canadian International School. For com-

K

Contact: Sunshine Property at www.sunshine-

Contact: Sunshine Property at www.sunshine-

muters, this area sits just above Admiralty

property.hk

property.hk

CM

MY

and Wanchai, making it an ideal location for
families – especially ones who love to swim.
Contact: Spacious at www.spacious.hk

One Wanchai, Wan Chai

Palm Drive, Redhill Peninsula
$170,000 in rent every month. You probably
don’t need me to tell you how to spend your
money, I use plastic cutlery at home. But, if
I had $170,000 set aside every month for
rent, I would live here.
Contact: Habitat at www.habitat-property.com

$23,000/pm

•

$170,000/pm

614 sq ft

•

3,055 sq ft

•

1 bedroom, 1 bathroom

•

4 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, amazing views,

•

Access to club house and swimming pool

•
•

(look at the pool, it’s mental)
•

You get to say you live here

into the category of ‘dream home’. This, on the

•

Makes you better than everyone else

providing a really amazing pool and facilities.
Contact: Squarefoot at www.squarefoot.com.hk
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access to some ridiculously good facilities

Every other property on the list arguably falls
other hand, is very much attainable while still

Mother’s Choice is a local charity
serving the many children without families
and pregnant teenagers in Hong Kong.

(kidding, we’re not really that shallow)
For maybe the one or two people reading
this that can comfortably afford to pay

READ MORE!
Check out the rest of our
Property Picks
at Localiiz.com.

We join hands with our community to give hope and
change the life stories of vulnerable girls and babies.
Our vision is to see every child in a loving family.
Will you join us?
www.motherschoice.org

All Natural, Energy-dense,
Uncommonly Delicious

Oomph!TM is the California-inspired,
bold flavor, “better for you”
superfood bar that provides natural
energy, distinctive taste and holistic
nutrition - anytime, anywhere - for busy, active and
wellness-minded people wanting to stay fit, feel free and live
vigorously.

Energy-dense
Loaded with protein, ﬁber,
complex carbs, iron & calcium.

Nutrient-rich
6 superfood ingredients, including
nuts & seeds, fruits and whole
grains in every Oomph! bar.

Guilt-free
Low calorie, low sugar. No trans
fat.

Eco-friendly
Plant-based, all natural and
sustainable.

Available across Hong Kong!

Central

Star Ferry – Central Pier, Central,
Hong Kong Island
Compass Central Building – 10/F, Central
Building, 1-3 Pedder Street, Central
Compass The Center – 21/F, The Center, 99
Queen's Road Central
Nomura – 30/F & 32/F, Two International
Finance Centre, 8 Finance St, Central
UBS Exchange Square 1 – 43/F, One
Exchange Square, 8 Connaught Place, Central
UBS IFC 2 – 45/F & 49/F Two International
Finance Centre, 8 Finance St, Central

Sheung Wan

UBS Li Po Chun – 16/F & 26/F, Li Po Chun
Chambers, 189 Des Voeux Road Central,
Sheung Wan

Admiralty

CLSA – 18/F, One Pacific Place,
88 Queensway
Queensw

Wan Chai

Swiss Reinsurance Company Ltd – 60/F,
Central Plaza, 18 Harbour Road, Wanchai

Causeway Bay

Cocoon Citicorp Centre – 3/F, Citicorp
Centre,18 Whitfield Road, North Point

Quarry Bay

Wells Fargo – 7/F, CityPlaza Four, 12 Taikoo
Wan Road, Taikoo Shing

Tsim Sha Tsui

UBS – 20/F One Peking,No.1 Peking Road,
Tsim Sha Tsui
MIRA Mall – B1, 1/F, Mira Mall,132 Nathan
Road, Tsim Sha Tsui

Yau Ma Tei

Hospital Authority Kowloon Hospital – 147A
Argyle Street, Kadoorie HillHospital
Authority Kowloon Hospital – 147A Argyle
Street, Kadoorie Hill

Tseung Kwan O

HKUST – Dormitory G/F, 3 Tong Yin St,
Tseung Kwan O

Hung Hom

Calvin Klein – 18/F, Two Harbourfront, 18-22
Tak Fung Street, Hunghom
HK Polytechnic University – West Gate,
Hung Hom

Visit www.oomphbars.com for more details

